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When I’m preaching I always try to read and re-read the set Bible passage in good time 

before the service itself (say a fortnight beforehand), without doing any background reading 

initially, so as to pray with the words of scripture. I usually do this as part of my morning 

prayers, and after several days I find that a verse emerges for a text. 

Having reflected in this way in preparation for Easter 6, I found myself drawn to John 15.15: 

‘I do not call you servants any longer, because the servant does not know what the master 

is doing; but I have called you friends, because I have made known to you everything that I 

have heard from my Father.’ (NRSV) 

This verse describes beautifully the richness of the relationships between Jesus and his 

disciples, and between Jesus and his heavenly Father. It is part of the ‘True Vine’ teaching 

from Jesus, although the Sunday lectionary passage starts after the vine imagery. The basis of 

friendship with Jesus is an awareness or knowledge of God’s purposes (‘everything I have 

heard from the Father’), which in turn is bound up with the obedience, humility and love 

seen embodied in Jesus himself. 

As is well known, the actual Greek word translated ‘servant’ here is actually ‘slave’ (doulos). 

Modern translators tend to assume that servanthood is a more accessible concept than 

slavery, but increasingly this is no longer the case. Modern day slavery is a growing 

phenomenon, as things like the Clewer Initiative have reminded us, while very few houses 

now have servants. The sad truth is that supermarket car-washing teams are often made up 

of people who are in effect slaves, and the same can be true of seasonal fruit-pickers as well 

as others trapped in the sex trade. Although such slavery is of course illegal, it continues 

because modern day slaves are kept in the dark about their legal rights; they are trapped 

through fear and intimidation: ‘the slave does not know what the master is doing…’ 

I consulted my commentaries on John’s gospel, and found the following insights with 

reference to 15.15. 

a) C. K. Barrett: ‘…the difference between a doulos and a philos lies not in doing or not 

doing the will of God, but in understanding or not understanding it.’ 

b) G. R. Beasley-Murray: ‘The mark of difference between a servant and a friend is 

precisely the confidence which is extended to the latter…’ 

In my mind I then placed these thoughts alongside the great themes of John’s gospel: the 

‘signs’; the ‘I am’ sayings; and the way in which the ‘lifting up’ of Jesus encompasses his death 

and ascension – connecting heaven to earth. I began to see a picture in which the 

‘friendship’ described by Jesus is a kind of gift of ‘extra awareness’ – not an intellectual, 

theoretical knowledge, but a deep and ‘lived' understanding of self and of the world from 

the ‘inside’. To put it another way, you can’t be a theoretical friend – to be real it has to be 

fostered through real love. 

The friends of Jesus are the ones who see the great ‘signs’ and believe. They hear the ‘I am’ 

sayings and believe. And the way in which their belief is expressed is in the love that they 

share with one another and with Jesus, seen most fully in the way he is ‘lifted up’. 
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I then began to think about how, as a preacher, I might bring this theological theme of 

friendship to life. My idea was to explore a different possible ‘opposite’ to friendship, and so 

try to uncover what Jesus meant when he said, ‘I have called you friends…’. The illustration 

I used is rather personal to me, but hopefully something equivalent for you will spring to 

mind. 

 


